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love with the supposed wo nan ; his wife, Gynecia, sees through the
disguise and becomes madly enamoured of her daughter's suitor.
Zelmane, to escape them both, makes an assignation with Gynecia
in a cavern, and pi onuses to meet Baslhus in the same place.
Basilius goes, finds his wife there, and they both have to make
the best of a bad business. Thus the piophecy of the last line
comes to pass, and the other predictions are soon made good.
Gynecia had piepaied a love-potion for Pyroclcs , it is drunk by the
amorous king, who drops down appai entry dead. This piegnant
situation, with some rude buffoonery at the expense of Mopsa—
whom Musidorus has held to couit in prosecution of his clandestine
suit—forms the main subject of the fouith and fifth books, and
stands as it did in the old Arcadia. The eloping lovers, Musidorus
and Pamela, aic captured ; Pyroclcs and Philoclea. are also arrested
on the charge of an unlawful intrigue. Gynecia is accused of
poisoning her husband. Everything is in chaos. At this juncture,
Evarchus, King of Macedon, who is the father of Pyrocles and
uncle of Musidorus, arrives on a visit to Babilius. He is unanim-
ously chosen arbiter and, with the king's body on a bier before
him, takes his seat on his kinsman's throne. After a long and
dramatic trial all the accused are sentenced, and the two princes
are being led away to execution, when the supposed corpse is seen
to stir. Basilius revives from his swoon. He declares that the
oracle has been fulfilled in every particular, and confesses his
errors ; he and Gynecia forgive each other and vow to be loyal
for the future ; the lovers are made happy.
Sidney may have been prompted by the success of Euphues to
write  the Arcadia ;  Lyly's  foppish   sentimencality  and wordy
philosophizing may have moved him to sound a romantic counter-
blast.    If so, he not only showed the advantages of having a
story to tell—in which respect his rival was out of the running al-
together—he even beat Lyly, in another respect, on his own ground.
It is unfair to judge Euphues as a novel; yet it does attempt one
thing which is legitimately expected of the novel—to bring out the
relation between character and conduct.   Sidney, a romancer, is
Sidney's    more concerned with things that happen, and the interesting ways
interest in in which they happen, than with aspects of human nature. Yet the
character  significance of character as a chief agent in man's destiny is never

